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r- EVERAL Clarion references having from time 
to time been made to the subject of univer
sity-grade 'wflTking class education, the above 

title suggests itself. What the answer shall be de
pends mainly on how the respondent gets a living ; 
for, in our Capitalist society, or in any master a»d 
subject class society in which it does' not pay the 
tyrants and exploiters to have the underlings any 
wiser than the former adjudge to be healthful for 
their continued dominance, thought is a crime to be 
dieeouraged or rigorously suppressed, “fond’ 
Caserne has a lean and hungry look;” says Julius 
Caesar In the play, “He thinks too much : arch

s a ca Irani impossible to any other nation.
In later times the frivolous origin of logic was 

fully exhibited and maintained by the monkish 
schoolmen who had not only ample opportunity and 
leisure‘to erect those beautiful edifices so much ad

and the logic that deals with it is called Formal 
Logie, because the conclusions follow from the 
form that the ideas appear in. For example, lump 
the idea together and call ‘‘ten copper cents” Y ; do 
the same with the idea ‘‘the amount of one dime” 
and call it X; next call the idea ‘‘these our ten cop
per corns” Z; and you may finally show the first 
argument above by the following form, the joining 
word “is” being called the ‘‘copula”

Y is X 
Z is Y

therefore * .
Z is X

The soundness of the argument being based on the 
geometrical truth that if two things are each equal ^ 
to the same third thing, then the two are equal to 
each other. In the above Z is equal to Y, and X is 
also equal to Y, and so Z and X are equal to eaèh 
other"; just as a carpenter might take a piece of pine 
plank to a fixed measure and find it was 4 feet long, 
and then carry a bit of spruce plank to the saine 
measure and find the spruce also was 4 feet long. He 
would then know that the pin&^ud Jhe sprucp 
plaiBts are equal in length to each ether.

mere
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mired by Wm. Morris but also amused themselves 
therein by disputations on such trivial subjects as: 
can a -prostitue again become a virgin through the 
divine omnipotence ; and, does the mouse that eats 
Ike consecrated host, eat the body of the Lord 1

;C

Logic ia useful for two main purposes : the first, by 
deduction (meaning leading down) bring to ensure 
conaeteney and agreement in our statements : the 
sreowfpurpoee, as induction (leading in) is

ie wSeh may be roughly defined j>f getting and proving'Identifie truths. Down the 
l'MÜauii^; and tfce guÛriK> ages the rule for thinkers developed as follows : in 

■m$ Arid*tie's time it was, bring your thoughts into
of wkieb Iatt<j| function, Psychology harmony with one another : in the middle ages, be 

decaying and extresfcly careful, if you don’t want your tongue 
lawyers, badness cut tW^jmd’^peurself afterwards burned at the stake, 
eitiuefa aidHeaeh* to itmg yqur thoughts into harmony with religious 
'•Hgfierdevelop- autipmy'and dogma: in modern times the demand
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What Aristotle prided himself on, as his chief in
vention in the argument game, was what is called the 
Syllogism. This is a form into which all sound 
reasoning must be capable of being shown, and it is 
necessary (this is not written for, but by leave of, 
experte!) to put those workers “wise” to it, who 
don’t knew the nature of the beast.

enough about the subject tq enableon teaching
one to wtilftt someone or other by monkeying with 

~~ their internal machinery of consciousness. Even in 
our schools it would seem that instruction in truly 
practical reasoning is carefully avoided. Certainly 
the scholars are encouraged to debate with one an
other—too dften on very silly subjects—but none 
having any logical knowledge, such debates amount 
to little more than glorified rag-chewing matches. 
As Jevona says, school children are exercised in al
gebra, geometry (or trigonometry) problems they 
will never employ in after life; and yet through 
total ignorance of logic—one of the simplest of the 
exact sciences—they know nothing of those elemen- 

' tary principles and forms of reasoning which enter 
ieto the thoughts of every hour.

Once you can be persuaded to admit that the 
first two statements of a syllogism are true, then you 
are also bound to admit that the third statement is 
true; because the third most follow from the other 
two. Each of the first two statements is called a 
“premiss’4 (or premise) and the third is called the 
conclusion. Now suppose we make the letter Y 
stand for “all birds,” the X for “fly” and the Z 
for elephants and imagine that by some slick psy
chology business trick I can get you to admit that 
an elephant is a bird. Then you would have to ad
mit that Z is X, that is, that all elephants fly; All 
elephants are birds ; therefore, all elephants fly. 
Silly, you say t Sure ! But the above is a purposely 
e**KFcrated example. Yet, in forms much more 
difficulty to detect, it is a common trick played hun
dreds of times upon the workers by labor fakirs, 
capitalists, and their K.C.’a and politicians, and by 
Preternatural Bible stupifiers, etç., etc. ; so get wise 
to it! It might be mentioned that Aritotle’s system 
of syllogism may be in all legitimately tortured into 
nineteen different forms—go to it!

»
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As Locke points out, our knowledge is gained 
through three factors : first, by experience; then, by 
some or all of our five senses acting on what we ex
perience ; thirdly, by the mind patting together and 
summing up what the other two factors have pro
vided it with. These steps involve simple apprehen
sion ; then by joining together the facts we get a 
judgment about them ; lastly, by comparing two 
judgments (or “propositions") together to sec if 
they agree or do not agree with one another, and 
stating the result in a third proposition or judg
ment called the conclusion, we complete the act 
known as reasoning.

I
I
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iHowever, logic cannot save one from foolishness, 

for it i« a tool, a weapon or exercise to be employed 
by those -willing and courageous enough to use it 
efltoiently and even then—“to err is human!” Prac-

thnee pinfinin whom Marx and. Engels 
were acquainted with logic ; and as 

a • about naturally dull-witted\ students,
e ont

and that philosophers after mauling much Greek 
M Latin imsom* Aofiid jir*»” ffefct, à* at last 
compelled- to turn to common-aenae and appeal to 
|hat whicW^^rwn and 

T; 5&h 6 that there h 
t*/ to teat os ha|fi to titink than there is to teach 
,'to eee or digest food. Hence, in England, the 
‘ «rf logic .at ome time fell Inis-4 contempt and 

'from which it was only rcrivéd around 1827 
., ehbiahop WhfeAriy’s book OB.the subject. Ip 
1, aeeondinirto Prei .Minto, the true founder of 
ei—Aristotle, who died in exile accused of unpat- 

‘ â athëiam—had no serisro intentions in 
Hi W only jMuÿèn being to write rules 

of «gament that 
S high *ahion in Greece fee more than é 
d was much indulged in by Socrates, be- _

' '* 5|ffcpedp»or say*. on
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Let us take an example. In youthful days, we 
cx-perience certain small copper coins, and also a 
certain smaller coin of white metal. We then get to 
apprehend that each "one of these copper coins js 
railed a cent; and that each one of the white metal 
coins is called a dime. Next we join these ideas 
(‘‘terns’* or ends) together and get this: ten cop
per cents is the amount of one dime. Next having 
painfully • gathered together, one" after another, ten 
whole copper coins, we then pronoun ce them to be 
really, truly and actually the full ten cents in num
ber. We therefore argue that these—our ten copper 
coins—is the amount of one dime. That is the end 
of one argument; and as it will be used to build up 
another, ft is called a “pro (for)—syllogism”. We 
next apprehend that a dime is the entrance price to 
a movie matinee show. We -join this judgment to 
another judgment -that the copper coins we 
k the full amount of one dime. Wé then reach the 
6»d of our eeeond argument (which, as R h boOt 

, timifimt, i

;:*■ kNow though J. S. Mill to start with had a high 
opinion of the formal syllogism, in his later master 
work on logic, he relegates it to a very inferior pos
ition indeed,
scientific instrument. However, as all spoken and 
literary thought and argument is based upon the 
syllogism, it would be foolish to underrate its value, 
because it brings out many a startling troth 
dreamed of by readers or hearer. For instance, in 
the days of the belief in the Divine Right of Kings, 
the simple proposition sounds harmless that all 
human beings are animals; and it might even be al
lowable to say. that King John, Henry or George, as 
the ease might, be, is a human being. But Lord help 
you if you made the public grasp the valid conclu
sion flowing from your premises that King John, 
Henry or George is an animai, for that wsuld have 
shot the Divine Right idea all to pieces.

an “epi-^liogisa”) that— Here’s another case. Robert Burns, while, he 
toepjoy themoviejaatinee! waawallswiug in the luxury of a seventy pound 

he gyl- sterling a year job in the excise, wrote a song in

they enter colleges tike sticks sad •4

gbecause he did not consider it a
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BY J. BRANDENBURGSKY (Moscow).

T the present time, now that the administra
tion of justice in the Russian Federal So-A economic relations of the most complicated nature. 

The classes still exist; society with a definite econ
omic structure still exists ; and consequently the

ecutive Committee, and with it a code of Labor Leg
islation. A further development of our legislation 
did not then take place until 1921 and 1922, when 
the further development of eivic life based on the 
new economic policy began to be apparent in our 
public life, and called for greater legality on revolu
tionary lines—as rightly characterized in qur quota
tion from comrade Lenin’s speech.

The need of a code of criminal and civil law was 
strongly^ felt. Both have since appeared. What pe
culiarity do they possess! In what do they differ 
from the corresponding -codes jjf laws of bourgeois 
countries!

A result of three years of civil war has been the 
strengthening of Soviet Russia not only in its ex
ternal relations, but also within its own frontiers. 
Conditions were created ensuring greater firmness 
and security of power, and the extraordinary fight
ing against -counter-revolution began to play a con
siderably less important role than during the years 
1918-1920. It became possible to leave the combat 
against lawbreaking within the country with a calm 
conscience, to the normal administrators of jus
tice. and small concessions to bourgeois ideology now 
constituted no great danger.

The second circumstance which must be taken 
into consideration is the nature of the new economic

cialist Soviet Republic is not only determin
ed by separate decrees issued by the All-Russian state power inevitably bound to exist under such 
Central Executive Committee and by the Council of conditions mug be Adapted to the economic organi- 
Peoples Commissars, but also by codes of law, as zetion of this society 
for instance the code of criminal law, the code of

:•?

When the workers and peasants seized power in 
Russia, they were obliged to take up the organiza
tion of their state apparatus, and the judicial struc
ture of the new state, immediately and without the 
loss of an instant. And indeed, who is not aware

civil law, the code of land laws, the labor code, etc., 
is is of essential importance that every worker and 
every peasant should clearly understand the funda
mentals of our Soviet law and its difference from *t

1 x the law of contemporary bourgeois states. that those forms of administrative justice and peo- 
It would be a mistake to suppose that the Russian pie’s courts, now so popular among the broadest 

workers’ and peasants’ government ever held it to masses of the working and peasant population, were 
be possible, even immediately after the great Oeto- already proclaimed in the year 1918! 
her Revolution, for state and economic life to beâ The VI All Russian Congress of the Soviets un- 
normally developed otherwise than with the aid of animously passed a resolution relating to exact de
legality, that i a,with the aid of the organized in- finition of the law. The idea of a uniform people’s 
tervention of legal justice in the life of the country, cyurt of justice also made its appearance, and was 
During the first critical moments of the revolution 
the immediate application of armed might was nat- pose to explain here the reasons which have prevent- 
tirally the sole criterion of right. Might was right, ed us, for more than three years, from systematizing 
But as soon as social relations began to settle down, our jurisprudence and establishing our adminis- 
the new society arising out of the revolution began tration of justice on a firm footing, 
to feel the need of stability and security. Stability 
and security can however only be impaired to a so- compelled to accept the challenge of the bourgeoisie, 
ciety recognizing a certain law of justice as an es- The civil war forced upon the victorious proletariat 
tablished force.

*
< a cried out, in the year 1918. It would be of no pur-

■

The reasons are already too well known. We are

obliged us to devote our whole attention to organiz- poliey, which has called private enterprise into 
being, and has led to the creation of new forms of 
economic relations : to private trade and small priv-

As a social revolution, the October Revolution ing a powerful apparatus for carrying on the imrne- 
eut deeply into all the economic relations which had diate struggle against counter-revolution. All other

tasks, even that of legislation, were pushed into the ate industrial undertakings outside of state trade
and large state industrial undertakings.

These new economic relations, witif thëtr conces- 
to private capital‘and to petty bourgeois kteo- 

simnltaneoue collapse of the old law, so that in Oc- republic had set intself in the year 1918. Our mili- logy, emphatically demanded a new legal super- 
tober 1917 there ceased to be a*justice to administer tary victory over the bourgeois world Which has ex- structure From day to day it became more appar-

It was unavoidable that the revolution .should erted itself to the utmost for three years,-to destroy int that it was necessary not pnly to regulate single
the first socialist republic of the'world, enabled us to parts of the new organizations of national economy
return with full energy to the work of creating a by separate decrees, but also to create a more sys

tematic and more firmly established superstructure 
for criminal and civil law.

existed under the Tsar’s regime and under the pro-
-\ Lsional government, and as all jurisprudence is in- background for the moment. It was not until the 
evitably a mirror of social and economic reciprocal victorious liquidation of the battle fronts, that we 
relations, the collapse of such relations involves the eculd return to the tasks which the young Soviet sums

y

$

e
1 bring new economic relations with it, and conse

quently the need of new legislation without which it 
would not have been possible to establish the révolu- <'°de °f administrative justice, and the LX. All Rus

sian Congress of Soviets passed the word of revolu-
ir;

tionary cause on a firm footing. The October Revol 
ution, as a proletarian revolution, had to form and tionary legality. The Soviet power created its own definite, uni

form. centralized legislation, a mirror of our new 
economic policy. If our new economics are wrongly 
understood, it is inevitable that our justice .will also 
be misunderstood. The new economic policy does 
not in the least represent even the slightest return 
to former pre-revolutionary conditions. Neither 
therefore does ôur justice represent any restoration 
of the past. But the new economic policy is the re
birth of capitalism in a limited form, and this limit-

.
Revolutionary legality has been directly calledestablish a system of legal justice diametrically op

posed to that hitherto existing, and it is thus not into existence by the development of civil life arising 
from the development of the new economic policy:j surprising that its first task was to destroy the 

whole existing legislation, for this was built up on more we attain to conditions which are those
of the strong and firmly established power, the fur-

*

the principle of defending the interests of the large 
landowners and capitalists. The whole of the old 
courts of Justice, beginning with the local courts of 
the justices of the peace and going up to the govern
ing senate, were abolished, and the whole of the 16 
books of consolidated laws of the former Russian

ther we proceed in the development of civil life"— 
these words are from comrade Lenin’s speech—“the 
greater must be our emphasis on the proclamation 
of the watchword of revolutionary legality.”

The EX. All-Russian Congress of the Soviets 
marks a turning point in our lives; but the funda
mental aims of revolutionary jurisprudence were es
tablished long before December 1921, when this con
gress took place. What then, is the essential import 
of all the decrees and decisions of the All-Russian

»i .
h

ed character of restored capitalism affects our law
making m general, and our civil rights of property 
in particular.

F.mpire were scrapped.
It was necessary to approach the question of a 

legislative regulation of the new social relations now 
replacing the former social system. It will only be 
possible to maintain a state of human society with
out laws when the proletariat has been able to fol
low its claaa victory with the abolition» of the old 
productive relations, and has simultaneously abol
ished the conditions giving rise to classes, so that 
classes and class rule cease to exist. These condi
tions will come to pass under socialism, when the 
harmonious common life of humanity will no longer 
be based on social compulsion and social necessity, a 
state of affairs premising all law-making, but in a 
harmony baaed on complete social freedom. ,

(To be continued in next issue.)

SOCIALIST PARTY Of CANADA 4d>Centre Executive Committee and of the Council of
People’s Commissionaries, issued during the first 3 
to 3(4 years of the existence of Soviet power! These 
decrees and decisions contain a rich store -ai material 
in fundamental revolutionary and socialist princip
les, and show a slow but persistent endêavour to 
clear the way for socialism, to facilitate and shorten 
the way. In the future our decrees will be studied 
and placed in a system, and it wiU be surprising, 
how much that is essentially useful for the prolet
ariat, and necessary for socialism, has been aeeum- 

For eight decades the working people of the ulated by the Soviet power within a comparatively 
whole world have been fighting under this banner *hort space of time in these separate decrees, al- 
of a free harmonious socialist society. Beneath tips though these have not been issued in any connection, 
banner the heroes of the Paris Commune died a glor- and are frequently ba>e even of external connection, 
ions death. Beneath this banner the Russian pro- It was possible to collect a number of decree* into a 
letariat consummated the great October Revolution, code of laws long before the official proclamation 
whose victory opened out the path to communism. cf legality. - Before th<f first anniversary of'the 
But every worker knows that we are divided from October Revolution we possessed a code of marriage, 
cgmmuniam by the transit»» period of political die- family and trusteeship lawn This was accepted on 
tatorsMp of the proletariat, ami that this involves September 16, 3*18, by t!» AÜ-BuamSn Central Ex-
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|F OMRADE Q. R. Stirling Taylor, whose 
article appeared on the front page of the 
Clarion of last issue, presents to us in a 

moat striking and vivid manner, a total ignorance of 
his knowledge of “The Importance of History/’ Vhe 
article in my estimation, should never have been 
published in a paper such as the “Clarion” which 
is supposed to be a Socialist organ; anyway the ar
ticle when examined thoroughly presents to 
position directly opposed to ‘ ‘ Marxism ’ ’ in general 
and the radical movement in particular.

I will endeavor, by extracts from his article, how
ever tiresome it may be, to show that he is devoid of 
any understanding of history, as well as the labor 
movement.

G• u•f pators of labor maiptain their leadership generally 
on account of the insufficient class consciousness 
the part of the working class, but nevertheless that

« after deliberating over this paragraph that “ 
on iriend^ is in such a hopeless state of confusion that

he is unable to see “the forest for the trees.” Our 
iV11 rLrr1 “ from protraylng the leaders of hero continues, “In general we are told by these ex- 
the Ubor Party ln thelr true colors, as treacher- citable children that the only method of 
oils prostitutes.

our

»t
govern -

n,ent which has succeeded in history is revolution. 
Again he says, In no way can the Labor Party or at lea8t that we do not suçeeed ^ kin a ^

easily prove ,ts superiority to its opponents in ter world because we will not rise and walk about 
the Houses of Parliament than by showing that it under banners and play at soldiers behind 
knows the facts of the historical past, and further, "barricades. ” 
that it respecta the laws of history as carefully as 
a scientist respects the laws of evolution, 
really know who our “friend

more
us a

street

I wonder if our friend in glancing through the
... PaSes of history with which he is no doubt well ae-

that K. l... . *** f‘TI^ quainted, ever heard of a change in government of
that he has been reading Aesops Fables all class ..... i k K l 01, p ’ au s one class by another without a revolution T *mconscious workers are aware that the leaders of the afraid that if our friend holds L 2

,s h 1 C8688 8 ^ ^n°W!edge °f ***** 3S Wel1 present outlook on history he will be picked up on
as labour movement, and anyone who possesses the other side of the ba7rieade , tSk«uat the
tiie underatajidmg of the labor movement as well as f(lUnder of the first Communist International said
Ramsay Macdonald does and pursues such political that -Revolutions are the locomotives of history ” 
economical policies as he does, only goes more to ,. - . r^'
substantiate whht I said that he is a conscious in- , TheFC *** "‘7 mental freaks have g<th- 
tellectual prostitute. It was only yesterday that • u ** £rom the Pr«*nt regime.in
Ramsay was telling the English proletariat what T, 1 1 “r late)" °De WOUld have.
misery and degradation was the lot of the working ! * ' *1* Pnmary 8ch<>o1 ^ knowledge of
class under capitalism, and the bruta. and murder- ^."“f* ^VC made ctear that the Ruaaian 

policy of the BritLsh Foreign Office, and again 7?°" f°1Wd tbe the eariy
« hat did we see as soon as the new government took ■ reDCh revo'ut*on ASam he shows his appalling
office? The minister of Foreign Affairs informs the ‘gnorant* of the Rub^ct he was trying to convey 
1. aders of the Hindu emancipation movement that 1° 1 18 8n k“°Wn 861 that the Bu8sian revoln-
he “won’t tolerate any monkey business” and ap- 7" l *!* ** °f ^ ^

was just recently, that the recognized leader of the -points Sir Sidney Oliver, (a died in the wool) im- ' renC“ revolu,lons and has
ljabor Party, Ramsay Macdonald, with his political perialist, to look after the affairs and interests of 
and economic adviser, Karl Kantsky and a gang 300.000,000 Hindus, 
of lesser lights, were maneouvering" with the peo
ples ,of Georgia, to place them under the domina- Ple that did not bring themselves to ruin by empire 
lions of British Imperialism, and after RamsayV building. “Why the editor of the Manchester 
and Karl’s endeavors arrived at maturity, what did Guardian Would say. give him a job in the foreign 
we see? A wholesale butchering of Georgian Com- office.” “Our friend” should inform the ruling 
niunists and imprisonment for those that dared to rla8S that the ultimate and logical outcome of Im- 
assei% their historical mission. Also, since the Labor perialism will result in a catastrophe, and perhaps 

. - Party has come to office, it has proved that it is a re- the Bourgeoise will take heed of his warning and 
actionary- movement and demonstrated its ability to turn ha ok the wheels of history, 
manage the affairs of His Majesty’s Government
very effectively and very much to His Majesty’s as- England is going headlong into a red revolution, 
tonishment. It is apparent to “George” himself • and he"wants to know what broker would place his 
that Ramsay is holding office by tryiqg to please shares in Britain if the workers took political 
both the Liberals and Tories. -rer- He says, ‘‘look at Russia and Germany.”

Again ^ie

I don’t

He tell* us that, “When the Labor Government 
took office a few weeks ago, there was a triumphant 
satisfaction in the minds of its supporters, that at 
last they had ceased to be a backwater and (mind 
you), were now flowing in the main river of history.”

Now I want to ask the Clarion readers,
. self-respecting man, if they can in the whole history 

of the British Labor movement show-one instance 
where the B. L. P. has been anything else but a 
backward movement. We will agree with our friend 
that the I>abor Party .has written many pages to the 
annals of history, but far be it from us to sanction

Pt
or any

/
ous

the lessons they have acquired from history, let 
alone the way in which they applied their experi- 
< nee to the labor movement One can recall, and it

gone a step
further in the evolution of society. Our friend’s 
tention is without foundation. The Russian revolu
tion did not stop at a Bourgeois revolution but 
tinned until it culminated in a proletarian and peas
ant dictatorship.

con-

He says: “Go through history and find the eon-peo-

So in summing up the criticism of our historical 
contortionists article we can arrive at the conclu
sion that our friend does not understand the Soc
ialist movement and his article is a “conglomeration 
of confusion”. I will in a further article try and 
elaborate more extensively on the B. L. P. But I 
am sure all Clarion readers will agree with onr phil
osopher that one fool can ask more question than 
ten wise men can answer.”

“Onr Friend” evidently has it in his head that

MALCOLM J. INGLIS.pow-

PRIMEVAL PACIFISM.There are many honorable 
who believe in Imperialism, men who frankly ad
mit when the facts are against them.

Our learned “Comrade” goes on to say: “Those 
political and economic and ethical desires of man, 
which all together make up the creed, which the new 
government represents, have been continually ex
pressed in human affairs, since anything like civili
zation began.” All Clarion readers are pretty well 
informed on British polities and I am sure will re
ject “our comrade’s” elucidation with disgust. We 
all know that the labor party in obtaining office, had 
many “socialist reform,” measures to put through, 
after the y took office, such as a Capital Levy,* and 
freedom of the Indians, etc. Philip Snowden 
racing all over Britain telling the workers that the 
only thing to save Britain from utter ruin 
capital levy, and again when they took office we 
never heard another word from these gentlemen.

Again our friend protrays his bourgeois ideology, 
by telling as that “The Labor Party philosphy is 
on a higher plane than the Liberal philosophy.” We 
members of the fdass conscious proletariat know 
that one could get all the implements of detection 
from a microscope ; to 4 telescope, and after a care
ful and patient scrutiny he could not discover any 
basic difference hetWen thesewo institutions, so 
far as the interests of the wovkih class are con
cerned.

I would err if I were to say that the leaders of 
the new government wereAlene responsible for their 
present bourgeois policy. They so ealled emanci-

says, men

BY JL J. MASS INGHAM 
, (Concluded from last issue)
What Dr. Malinowski has entirely failed to do in 

his reply to me is to draw the vital distinction be
tween savage custom and savage instinct. This in
validates his whole case, since the savage habits 
(which, without giving any data, he calls instinct) 
described by him can be shown to have been intro
duced by foreigners with a highly cultivated ruling 
class.

(can you
beat it?). If our “friend” would cast his optic 
nerves over the pages of Julius Caesar, by Shakes
peare, and read Mark Anthony’s speech at the grave 
of Caesar, he would find that Mark Anthony says of 
Lrutns and Cassuis and the rest of the conspirators, 
that “they are all honorable men,” and so are the 
British Imperialists all honorable men, pursuing a 
policy of murder, plunder, and exploitation of its 
subjected colonial peoples, but of course that is the 

white mans burden.”

a

■

was

Dr. Malinowski accuses me of exaggeration. But
that nnr fri nA ,.*? °ne m°re <luestlon what can be more reckless than his statements that
th^t our fnend requires enlightenment upon. He anthropology gives no

pours the full vials of his wrath” on the communist 
movement. If “our friend” wants to attack the 
Communist he should at least aeqdaint himself with 
the movement before he spdke*on the subject. We 
Clarion readers are well

In conclusion I will takewas a

support to the assumption of 
man’s primeval pacifiem, and that weapons of war 
were abundant in prehistoric times? In his whole 
rrticle he never so much as mentions the Veddaa of 
Ceylon, the Pu nan of Borneo, the Kubu of Sumatra, 

„ - , , aWare °f murtake8 in the the Semang, Sakai and Jakun of the Malay Penin-
commumst movement, and they are going to con- sula, the Samoyedes and Ostiaks of Siberia, the 
t.nue making m^Ukea, and also the very condition Apinte of Nevada and Ûtah, the Californian Indiana,
fact th t Ter ,mP 7 ^ OWiDg 10 tbe ,he eXtinCt TaSmanians' the Eskimo outside AlasS
fact that the (ommumst movement ,s confronted and other tribes who have all been unanimously de-

th TOrh enormous tasks, and also the communist scribed as peaceful folk in the extreme and who 
movement in the west » young and has only ac- were never in contact with the “archaic dvilimt-

h J0, k J! “Pemnce' and tho8e enthufl- 'ion.” Moreover, the flint implements of prehistoric 
mats who only a short time ago were looking around man in Europe, with Impossible exreptSHf the

.k !lKreV0f U ,,0K 8C€P their ^ ^“^n blades (whore originals in dynastie
take and see that their foolish acts were immature. Egypt were used as knives and not as war-weapons)

Again Our Sherlock, “There are a certain group do not afford the smallest fragment of evidence that 
of sentimentalista,-usually covered, by the term com- the men of the Old Stone Age knew anything what- 
muniat, preach incoherent doctrines, which appar- ever about warfare. Dr. Malinowski deny
ently means that the quickest way to give the world there facts; what he does is to ignore Bat
order, and logical government is to cause as much what is left of his argument if he admits them?__
noire and confusion as possible.”
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(•) tatter’s Nets: It Is to say thia. Whatever

you may have la store far the LâborÀrty 
fcpital Levy,, n* should te «at* at ^_____

L- slaiM the Laker Ooreramaat wall asmHd. haa keen
tkmed often enough' and Ike nature of the Labor Party’s
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called productive prosperity we have generally whgt These are the people who constitute, for the 
the inkertale eatt^‘gr®*gfvw»inent’’ «r “a briS-j moat part, the owners and administrators of the 
■est administration. ’! Otherwise* whop the whlfch Bank of France and those six great banks, i.e. : the 
of industry are idle, efforts are made to change the Comptoir National d'Escompte de Paris, the Credit 
government’s complexion; rival interests fight for Mobilier Français, the Credit Foncier, the Credit 
the initiative party power may give them, all to their Lyonnais, the Banqoe de Paris at des Pays Bas, the

Banque de l'Union Parisienne.
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owb gain.
The worker learns but he learns slowly. But in

w
These are the people who dominate the French 

these days of quick changing events his ideas are Colonies ; who hold 70 per cent of the Ottoman Debt ; 
subject to change accordingly At election time* he who are big creditors of Central Europe and Italy ; 
ha8 thrown upon h™ heaps of literature and tor- who had gigantic interests in Russia, 
rents of mutual abuse from the rivals who play for 
his interest. A sound and fury as intense as that of groups which , in the past, have fiercely fought each 
the alarm clock and steam whistle, and as full of other; and, quite naturally, they are the core of the 
meaning. The change will come with his own insist- “Bloc National” and the most ardent supporters of 

He will not then be “susceptible.”

£ES

They are an economic amalgam, made up of

i4. .

Poincare. Barthou and Tardieu.enee.
They are the F’rench equivalents of the British 

Coalition and, like the latter, their bias is increas
ingly Conservative.

Prior to the war there were other interests such 
as the Société General de Paris which, at that time, 
was roundly accused of being a German institution. 
It was, certainly, cosmopolitan and it had been, in 
its origin, financed largely by English Catholic bank
ers, Manchester textile manufacturers and Jewish 
cotton brokers.

This ‘‘Society” was tl;e main economic prop of 
the pre-war leader of the FVeneh Radicals, M. Cail- 
laux. He, like his contemporary, Lloyd George, 
mixed up with some queer people—“queer” in the 
financial sense. He was the political champion of 
the lower middle class. He wanted to cheapen 
credit and to emancipate trade and industry from 
the clutches of the monopolist banks. Needless to 
say, Poincare and he were pitiless enemies.

Between Caillaux and Poincare politically, there 
stood Clemenceau, of the Republie Left and Miller- 
rnd and Briand, the renegade “ Socialists. ” Today, 
of course, there is not much space dividing any of 
these beauties. They all belong to the class of law
yer politicians who, having seen in the votes and 
briefs of the proletariat and the lower middle class 
stepping stones to higher things, eventually “ar- 
ived.” like Lloyd George and in a If^pçf., degree, 
the kept labour M.P.’s who joined the Coalition, 
they are now the subservient tools of the industrial 
magnates and high financiers.

Millersnd, as President, and Poincare, as Prem
ier, danced to the pipes of M. Sargent and M. Schnei
der, the respective heads of the Banque de l’Union 
Parisienne and Scneider-Creosot.

Between the big monopolist banks I have nam
ed and the Société Generale there stood, before the 
war, but having affiliations with them, the Banque 
Française pour le Commerce et l’Industrie, another 
concern with cosmopolitan connections and strong 
links with British and Belgian Judaism. Today, 
this bank is lined up with, whilst the Société Gen
erale h*8 been absorbed by, the big monopolist 
banka

VANCOUVER, B. C., JUNE 16, 1924 nnt want OF FRENCH POLITICS

THE ELECTION. BY J. T. W NEWBOLD

HATEVEB it may be that is the determin
ing factor in setting the date of an elec
tion the fact is upon ns that immediate

iw HROUOHOUT the period since Waterloo 
there has throbbed through the brain of 
France the memory of the fact that, in the 

of the 18th century, she lost to Britain the
T

political strategy, employed by the party in power 
in the exercise of it*s initiative, has decided upon 
June*20th as the day upon which the people of Brit- pire. The bourgeoisie of Paria. Marseilles and Bor

deaux does not forget that the North American con
tinent was once in the grip of France, apd that India 
might have been theirs as well.

Had it not been for the success of England m re-

wars
promising foundations of a world-wide colonial em-

ish Columbia shall indicate the degree of their sus
ceptibility to or immunity from the wiles of the

■t political advertizer.
Prosperity, increased population to share the 

debts—lower western freight 
harbour development, busi- 

for the business man and work for the worker,

peated wars and armed diplomatic encounters, 
France would also have, as the ally of Spain, had, as 
her special preserve, the fabulously valuable eom- 

of the South American countries.

es- —and 
rates, bigger payrolls,
country’s worn

4 ness
all these are in prospect dating from June 20th, no 
matter what orthodox political costume becomes the

rneree
Prior to the Revolution, France was much richer 

and had a greater overseas trade than Britain. Pol
itical circumstances, at home and abroad, coinciding 
with great changes in the methods of production, 
combined to make bourgeois France appear the 
victim of a conspiracy organised by Britain and car
ried through (according to the Monarchists) by the 
aid of Germap Jew financiers.

The Baonopartista, whose original leader, Napol- 
L, had sought with an armed nation at his call to 

break the economic power of England and her allies, 
and had fostered the old financial interests incor
porated in and grouped around the Bank of France 

, , , (which he created), stood for and left behind them
working class has encountered Iran years very .much tradition of a milit,ry dictator, serving the cause 
similar to those of 1913-1914. The tide of unem
ployment at the present time appears to be as high 
as it has been at this time in any one of those years.
In such employment as offers the conditions of hire 
are so disadvantageous as to clearly indicate the 
overstocked condition of the labor market-

style.
Beer too We almost forgot, shame be upon us. 

Beer by the glass. The experience of four years of 
what is pleasantly known as “moderation” has un
covered liquor as the richest vein of all our vast 
natural resources. Whether the politicians now con
trol liquor or liquor controls the politicians is a ques
tion not very easy to dogmatise upon, bnt upon such 
questions the people take sides and forget their

,

eonown
worries.

During the past four years—the life-time of the 
retiring government—British Columbia’s wage

of an adventurous and prosperous financial oli-
garehy.

One might say that the Monarchists, represented 
today by the parties of the Extreme Right, have aim
ed at reviving the ancient glories of France under 
the Grand Monarch, “le roi soleil,” Louis XIV.

Their dream is always of France—victorious on 
the Rhine, master of Germany, arbiter of Europe.
Ii » this ideal which, diffused throughout the parties 
of the Reaction, consumes with passionate devotion 
to “La Patrie,” that pious Catholic, Marshal Foch.

The Reactionaries, the party of the Clericals, are, There *"• at Pr™>nt’ only one bi* bank which 
also, as Catholics, animated by a fanatical hatred- whilst in French finance, is not really of it, vis., Sir
after the manner of “Plain English “-of the Jewish BmU Zaharoff’8 concern- the de ^™e.
banking oligarchy and. as Frenchmen and patriot Th* ****** works in conjunction with the 
landlords, incensed against them as revolutionaries Angle-Peraan OU Company and sundry enterprises 
escaped from the Frankfurt ghetto. * operating in Egypt and generally throughout the

This political entity lumps together all foreign- Naar *** ™at P°UtieiaM reePond to ita in*Pir 
era, whether Germans, Italians, Dutch or English, 0 l0" “ *° eav ***'
as organised conspiracies of German Israelites bent 
on the ruin of Christendom in general and France 
in particular.

It is a peculiar trait of the wage working man 
that he avoids ss far as possible a studied attention 
to anything other than the vulgar display of mutual 
character-biting common among professional politic
ians at election times, 
whom he would throw out of office are more given 
to malignity than those upon whom he reties to turn 
the wheel of fortune to the promised prosperity 
in his favor.
habit that the professional politicians serve him with 
such electioneering distractions as are the general,

Always, with him, those

y It is, of course, because this is his

common run.
On the other hand the Socialist, election times or 

not, in dealing with government as a human insti
tutional form sets it forth as s consequence of cer
tain social needs; its form has changed in response 
to the urge of those needs in the changing 
orders of society’s growth; even ita routine detail
has been developed, enlarged, its departments di- , .
vided and subdivided and specialised to the point conspicuous as such and more evident as Clericals

and Nationaliste—which latter category, under one 
or other party name incomprehensible to the ordin
ary Britisher, covers the heirs of the Napoleonic 
tradition of military dictatorship.

4 uSuch thee is, historically reviewed, the back
ground of economics and of polities oa which have 
been chiselled the frescoes of the Entente.

-

For the last forty years there have been, really, . 
Buonopartista and Monarchists have become leas ECONOMIC CAUSES 

OF WAR
no

where today its executive control is marvellously 
exercised and responds with the required precision 
tt> the needs of the major economic interests within 
its boundaries. The Socialist, in election times, is 
primarily concerned with the task of acquainting
liia fellows with the growth and present function of with weird names, all bent on advancing the 
government rather than with the personal character- „{ the financial oligarchy trào, from 1880 end, again, 
miseries of any particular group of political camp from 1861, frees 1878 and from 1868, have, in sue-

eeaatve waves of private and pebBc banting and

-.:3ft; 
5- . Si
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- > In the centre of French polities are other parties,
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followers.
Government as we have it suits the productive vi 

system as we have it. Hence, when me have what la selves
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The Existing System :."V ,-
v . »“>. *- %

M. -m...■ , .> - :■ .X - ' BY T A. JACKSON.

•3Only slowly did the practice of exchange create craft production because it could produce more 
the need for “money”—as a measure of value and cheaply. This was the gain to the wealthy, the luX-

HE existing system of Society—the sort ofT
social arrangements with which we are
familiar—we call1 the Capitalist system be- medium of exchange. Still latter were the precious urioua, the professional and the capitalist classes, 

cause it is all built or pivoted upon the part played metals selected for reasons of practical convenience
as the money commodity. Later again came the ad
option of conventional units (by weight) of these is better than none at all, and a humdrum life of

It was a negative gain to the propertyless worker in
so far as cheap food and clothing, and little of it,by the “Capitalist”

What is a Capitalist t In the loose way we use 
words in our ordinary speech the idea is often given metals ; latest of all the making of these units into toil better than the risks and humiliations of a life

coins bearing the mark of some recognised author- by begging or stealing. It was, in the long run, a 
ity-(in our day the State) as a guarantee of weight means for the total destruction of the class that once 

the start. If you had all the coin in the world lock- and quality. And not until the habit of producing formed the “backbone” of every nation—the class
for the market had grown and extended for many, ot small peasants and craftsmen, once the vast ma
in any centuries did we enter upon the beginning of jority, now, in Britain, totally extinct.

Capitalism was in the ascendant when it was able

that any man with money in his possession is a
This notion you must get rid of at“capitalist."

' cd up in a vault you would not by that fact be a 
‘"capitalist.” You might be a “miser” or an Ori
ental Emperor or a successful pirate, but a “capital- this modern period in which all production is for the 
ist’ you would not be. True, given certain social eir- market and all-subsistence derived from it.

t

to draw raw materials from the surplus products of
At first men produced to satisfy their essential self-subsisting small producers, giving them manu

factured articles in exchange That was the opera-
eumstanees, you would, in that case, have the power
to become a capitalist, and the chief of capitalists, needs in food and clothing. Only when this was
but the mere possession of money, mneh or little, done did they take what was left over and "exchange tion that in fact lay behind the Trade which Made

capitalist, it. The modem period begins with the creation, the Empire. America, Africa, the Near East, India,
with money—but every first, of a number of crafts so specialised that the and the Far East—all have been theatres for the ae-

does not of itself make a man a
A Capitalist is a man
man with money is not a Capitalist. (Pay night does craftsmen give their whole time to the production of tivity of the Great Powers with this as the prime

special article and get thier food, etc., with the motive, 
money received in exchange ; second, of a number of
boards or accumulations' of money capable of being production of raw materials, and that each territory 
used to buy stocks of raw materials for fabrication has its own “national” capitalist clique keenly de- 
into such articles ; thirdly, with the creation of a termined to monopolise the plunder of its own area,

not turn a worker into a boss—even if he is the one
Now that capitalist methods are applied to thesort of fool that puts on the swagger of a boss 

when he brings his wages home).
“Capital” is a word which originally meant

Modem“head” or “well-spring” or ‘1 beginning, 
industry is worked in this fashion. Somebody with class of people who had become so placed that no this phase of Capitalism has passed, 
a stock of money goes to market and buys land, Land was at their disposal for tillage and who there- At first Capitalism had no difficulty in disposing

materials, and Labour- fore could not produce their own food however much of its surplus goods and so realising in cash the
value extracted from the workers. Now owing to

buildings, machinery, raw 
Power. The building is on the land; the machinery they wanted to. 
ill the building; and the worker with the machine The owners of these stocks of money were able the very magnitude of Capitalist production and 
produces such a change in the raw material that the to begin at this point. They bought the workshops, the universal establishment of its system, this is no

longer the easêf Capitalism now cannot expandfinished product, taken to market, can be sold for the workmen, and the means of work. They intro-
money that these materials (including labour- duecd into their workshops newer forms of special- outwardly. Its future growth can only be along the

power, mark yon!) cost. At the beginning the Cap- isation—so that a man no longer made a whole ar- line of limiting output to the capacity of the world
italist had a stock of money. He exchanged it for a tide but specialised on a detail part of it. They thus market and depressing the workers’ share to the
stock of materials ( including the use of sundry were
working men). These materials were brought to- division of the work-process to get more produced 
gether in his factory and the result was a stock of ir a given time than had been previously possible. First, the limiting of production means putting an

This made it possible for them to undersell the end to the ambitions of the smaller capitalist bosses 
craftsmen who remained independent and to con- who will resist to the uttermost ; secondly, it involve*

an adjustment of the conflicting claims of rival 
which he was forced to give up his independence and groups—an adjustment that is bound to end in gen

eral disappointment ; thirdly, it involves besting the 
worker down to a level at which he wÿl be too

more

able because of this better division and sub- ever lower limits.
To this process there exist two great obstacles.

finished products. These were taken to the market 
and exchanged for money again.

Thus we get the series—Money ; means of produe- tinne the underselling until a_point was reached at
tion; production process; finished goods; More 
Money (the original or “Capital” sum plus addition work as a wage-worker for the capitalist whose eom- 
created in the factory or workshop by the coming petition had ruined him.

Such, roughly, is the way in which we arrived at feeble to produce, 
our exmting state of Society in which the market 
dominates the earth and the lords of the market are Class of the world are forced to attempt this ad-

together of raw material machinery, and labour-
And yet impossible though h b$ the Capitalistpower).

At the beginning the money form ; then raw ma
terials; then materials and men in the process of lrrds over vast masses of pro pert y less wage work- justment. Here yon may see the reason for all the

the overwhelming majority of the popu- Conferences, all the “produce more,” “take leas'“productive consumption”; finished goods; finally 
the Capital back again in the money form.

Now that mode of production—the leaving of its 
initiation and control to the initiative of owners of capitalist workshop has grown from puny begin- resist. Capitalism has exhaused its possibilities. It 
etocks of money (or what comes to the same thing nings into the mighty masses of shops, sheds, bays can only live by making life possible to the vast 
power to borrow money on a large scale) who en
gage in production solely to make their “Capital” the tool of production has massed so has the owner- must end Capitalism.

ship concentrated into a few dominant corporations 
whose nominal capital is expressed bi millions 

The workers have likewise been massed into in-

c-rs—now 
la tion. propaganda, all the wage-cuts, and all the hos- 

In this process of competitive development the tility to the Communists who urge the workers to

and plants familiar to all industrial workers. As working mass. If the workers want to live they

grow—solely to get this “more money” over and 
over again : this is the existing system.

We are so used to it that it comes as a surprise 
to many when they hear us argue that another sys- dust rial centres and side by side with the compel i- 
tem is possible. It comes as s still greater surprise tion between the capitalist and the small producer— 
when they learn that it was not always the system and between capitalist concerns ever growing bigger 
even in this country—and that in some parts they as each giant swallowed more and more of its rival—

no has gone on a struggle between the workers com-
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have not adapted H even yet.

Originally—in the time of the Very Beginnings peting for jobs, 
produced directly to satisfy their needs.

They hunted. Ashed, and gathered nuts—either by dependent wholly upon the price he can command in 
thrsncrlTfk or (more usually) in groups and what the labour market, a price which competition and

Only custom have combined to keep down to a minimum. Enclosed find t___________
is now faced with a small but enormously powerful Send the Western Clarion to : 
combination of capitalist bosses who control all the 

one thing in order, by resources of the earth and are united in their deter
mination to compel the worker to live at an even Name _______ i,________ ,__
lower scale than ever before.
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The net result of the process Is that the worker
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they gained they consumed straight away, 
later when they had acquired skill in tillage and 
pasturage und-the mow fundamental crafts did man 
begin to think of producing 
exchange, to obtain another.

Only slowly did men become aware of the exist-
(by reason of differing
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The competition between a host of email capital- -Éeach of other races

cBwatie and geological situations) of a surplus of *$ta has ended in the virtual monopoly of a few Address . 
, -- the things they lacked and suffering s shortage of powerful groups whose quarrels threaten to disrupt 

the tUx of which they had plenty. Only slowly human society and whose one point of agreement
determination to allow the working -------

:

3
" 1m and1 by a « roundabout road did men acquire the is their 

yB* of producing a. surplus beyond their own mass just as little as they can and to get from them 
ft. ...*** for exchange for -products beyond their cap- the utmost fat work that can possibly be squeezed.

' " CaphaHam gained at the expense of small bandi-
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The Materialist Conception of Historyi,

ysi. BY N. LENIN. * OF Since the great French revolution, European his
tory has revealed in a number of countries, with 
special clearness, the real fundamental of events, the 
Class War. Even during the epoch of restoration 
there were a number of French historians (Thierry, 
Guizot. Mignet, Theirs), who could not but desig
nate—when forming a generalization on events— 
Class War as the key to French history as a whole. 
And the latest epoch, the epoch of complete victory 
of the bourgeoisie, of the parliaments, of extended 
if not general suffrage, of cheap daily newspapers 
read by the masses, the epoch of mighty and ever 
growing labor organizations and employers’, unions, 
etc., has shown even more graphically, though often 
in a verv peaceful constitutional form, class war as 
the motive force underlying events. In a number of 
historical works. Marx has given us many brilliant 
and profound examples of materialist historical writ
ing. analyzing the position of each separate class and 
even of the various groups and strata within the 
class, and thus demonstrating why and how every 
struggle of class against class is a political struggle.

HE realization of the inadequacy and one- lations in the degree of development of material 
sidedness of the old materialism convinced production. Secondly, the theories applied up to 
Marx of the necessity of bringing social now. have overlooked precisely the activity of the 

science into accord with the materialist foundation great masses of the population, while historical ma- 
of society. If materialism lays down the general terialism has given us for the first time the possibil

ity of examining, with the precision of natural 
science, into the social conditions influencing the life 
of the masses, and into the changes taking place in 
these conditions- Pre-Marxian ‘‘sociology” and his-

I TrIh. rule that consciousness is to be Explained by being,
then the application of materialism to the examina
tion of society demands that social consciousness be 
explained by social being. ‘"Technology.” says, 
Mprx. “reveals the active attitude of Man towards 
Nature, the immediate productive process of his life 
and mental conceptions arising therefrom.” Marx 
gives a consistent forihulation of the fundamentals 
of materialism in its application to human society 
and its history.—in the preface to his book. Critique 
cf Political Economy, in the following words :

“In the life of social production, human beings 
enter into definite and necessary relations which are 
independent of their will and which correspond to 
a definite stage of development of their material pro
ductive forces. The sum total of these productive 
relations constitutes the economic structure of so
ciety, the real basis, upon which a legal and political 
super-structure arises, and which eorrespons to de
finite forms of social consciousness. The methods of 
production of man’s material existence, determine 
the whole process of social, political, and mental life. 
1; is not the consciousness of human beings which de- 

their existence ; the reverse is the ease;

fc !
I tory writing achieved, at best, an accumulation of 

bare facts, and have provided us with nothing more 
than a representation of some separate phases of the 
historical process. Marx showed the way to a com
prehensive and thorough examination into the pro

of evolution, and decay of social-economic for-cess
mations, in that he regarded all contradictory ten- % <>deneies in their totality, and traced them back to ac
curately definable conditions of life and production 
in the various classes of society ; he thus eliminated 

-subjectivism, as well as arbitrariness in the choice 
and interpretation of some “leading ideas,” and 
laid bare the roots of all ideas, without exception, 
and of all the different tendencies in the state of 
social productive forces. Human beings make their 
own history, but Marx was the first to show what 
determines the motives of human beings, and par
ticularly of the massespf human beings; he was the 
first to show what the totality of all these conflicts is 
to human society, what are the objective conditions 
of the production of material life, forming the basis 
for every historical activity among human beings, 
vhat is the evolutionary law of these conditions. In 
this way Marx pointed out the way to the scientific 
study of history as a consistent process, following 
definite laws through all its multifarious immensity 
and in all its contradictions. _

HEM AND NOW.

The custodians of youthful ambition at school 
used to try to work up the idea that there was a 
germ of poetry in arithmetic, if only you got into 
that atmosphere breathing deeply. It’s no startfing 
confession to make that in our case we had poetry 
enough if we had the proper answer to any sum. 
Given a sum in addition, fbr instance, a nice hand- 

total set down correctly meant that the atmos-

V
termines
their social existence determines their consciousness. 
At a certain stage of their development, the ma
terial productive forces of society come into con
flict with the existing relations of production, or, in

gs
1

some
phere was right to a degree.

Look, however, at these totals, and find the 
The totals are what you might call all

juridical language, with the relations of property 
within which they have hitherto functioned These 
relations are transformed from the forms of develop
ment of the productive forces into fetters of pro
duction.

y poetry.
right, but not sufficiently so >—That in every society the strivings of some mem

bers of this society are opposed to the strivings of 
others, that social life is full of contradictions, that 
history shows us a struggle between and within peo
ples and societies, that history is composed of alter
nating periods of peace and war, revolution and re
action, standstill and rapid advance or decay,—all 
these facts are well known. Marx gave us the clue 
which enables us to discover the law underlying this 
apparent labyrinth and chaos. T(ua clue is the 
theory of class war. It is only the study of the sum 
total of the strivings of all the members of a society, 
or of a group of societies, that can lead to a scienti
fic determination of the results of these strivings. 
The source of conflicting interests lies, however, in 
the difference of position and living conditions of 
the clases into which every society is divided. “The 
history of all societies up to now has been the history 
of class war,” wrote Mari in 1848 in the Communist 
Manifesto (and Engels added later : “except the his
tory of primeval society”). Free men ami slaves, 
patricians and plebiana, barons and;serfs, guild citi
zens and journeymen, in abort, oppressors and op
pressed have always stood in opposition to one an
other, have carried on an uninterrupted struggle, at 
times open, at times concealed ; a fight which invar
iably ended with a revolutionary reformation of the 
whole society, or with the common decay of both 
fighting classes. In earlier epochs of hetory we find 
almost everywhere a complete stratification of so
ciety into various classes, a multitudinous gradua
tion of social positions. In ancient Rome we see pa
tricians, plebiana, knights, slaves; in thé middle 
ages,—feudal lords, vassals, guild citizens, journey
men. serfs; and within almost all-of these classes a 
still further special graduation. The modem bour
geois society which has arisen out of the decay of 
feudal society has not annulled class antagonisms. 
It has only replaced the old classes by new ones, cre
ated new conditions of oppression, new forms of 
struggle. Our epoch, the epoch of the bourgeoisie, 
however, is distinguished by having simplified class 
antagonisms. The whole .of society splits up more 
and more into two large hostile camps, into two 
large classes directly antagonistic to one another: 
bourgeoisie and* proletariat . V*.

Following SI each : J. Mitchell, L. B. La Marche, 
R_ Kirkman. S. Rose, S. Weber. Mrs. Griffith, J. Ord, 
J. Meld rum. J. Jenkins, W. Black, Ed. Meek, F. Har
man, J. Marshall, J. B. Ray. J. C. Kennedy, Mrs. G. 
Korlann. R. Mihalich, D. J. Burton, A. Cassin, A, E. 
Cotton, R. Thomas, H. Arnold, A. McDonald, J. W. 
Grayson.

Following $2 each : Roy Addy, Bert Smith, A. 
Firby, L L Olson, L. G. Atkina, J. M. McDiarmid, 
C. Crooks.

H. Myers 50 cents ; J. Burton $25c ; D. R. Lloyd 
*4 30; Walter Meuzies $2.15.

Above, Clarion subs, received from May 17 to 
June 12th. inclusive, total $45.20.

Then comes the period of social revolution. 
With the change of'the economic foundation, the en- 

« tire immense superstructure is more or less rapidly 
transformed. In considering such transformations 
the distinction should always be made between the 
material transformation of the economic conditio us 
of production which can be determined ‘with the pre
cision o£ natural science, and the legal, political, re
ligious, aesthetic or philosophic—in short, ideolog
ical forms in which men become conscious of this

>
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k‘ conflict and fight it out.
“Just as little as one can judge an individual by 

what he thinks himself to be, just as little ran su h 
a revolutionary epoch be judged by its conscious
ness, but must rather lx* explained from the contra
dictions of material life, from the existing conflicts 
between social productive forces and relations of 
production. No social order ever disappears i>cfurv 
all the productive forces, for which there is room 
in it, have been developed ; and new higher relations 
of production never appear before the material con
ditions of their existence have matured in the womb 
of the old society. Therefore mankind always takes 
up only such problems as it can solve ; since, looking 
at the matter more closely, we will always find that 
the problem arises only when the material condi
tions necessary for its solation already exist or are 
ax least in the process of formation. Broadly con
ceived, Asiatic, antique, feudal, and modern bour
geois methods of production may be designated as 
progressive epochs of the economic social develop
ment. The bourgeois relations of production are the 
last antagonistic form of the social process of pro
duction.'* ‘ K

The materialist conception of history, or, strict
ly speaking, the application of materialism to the 
sphere of social phenomena, has removed two of the 
main defects of the theory of history as hitherto un
derstood. History has, at" best up to now, consider
ed the ideal motives of the historical activity of 
human beings without examining into the cause of 
these motives, without discovering the objective 
lsw behind the development of the system of social 
relations, without seeking for the root of these re-

r>

CLARION MAINTENANCE FUND.

Following $1 each: J. l^eldrum. J. Chrystal, Mrs. 
Annie Roes, “P.L.D.” A. McDonald.

Bert Smith $3; “C. K.” $5; J. McDiarmid $2; 
II. Thomas $4; Walter Menzies $2.15.

Above, C.M.F. receipts from May 17 to Jane 12, 
inclusive, total $21.15.
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Edouard Herriott in New York Nation:—
‘ ’When I was called to confer with Mille rand a 

short time ago. it was not for political purposes, but 
with regard to the financial situation. I willingly 
gave the President the assurance that we, the Radi
cal Socialists, considered it would be our first duty 
to safeguard the equilibrium of the budget. But I 
went no further. . . .

I was informed by Millersnd and de Marsal (Min
ister of Finance under Poincare) that before fhe 
American financiers agreed to what is known as v 
the Morgan loan of $100,000,000 for the recovery 
of the franc, they asked for a guaranty ifa gold and 
other rather general political "guaranties.

The Bank of France was obliged to place fonda 
to the credit of the moggy lenders amounting to 
528,000,000 in gold francs as a guaranty f«r the lean. 

.This amount fully covered the loan. Aside from 
this, the French Government agreed to 
cf a general character. This method 
France like Turkey is extraordinary.
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corresponding contempt for foreign nations.” We of political life, nor of mountebank trickery in the 
take it for granted therefore that his associa- lower, in order to maintain the appearance of a semi-

Pat riotism would then be as

LTHOUGH Patriotism means love of one’s 
fatherland, and is derived from the Latin may

tian with intelligent individuals of such races, has pseudo contentment.
been as limited as his familiarity with books deal- instinctive as filial duty or mother-love: yet we

could hardly expect a great display of sorrow if the 
recollection of past ideals associated with the name 
and connected so closely with a stage of veneered 
barbarism, induced a more sensitive generation, 
mindful of the oceans of blood that flowed between

A root, pater a father, yet there is much more 
to the meaning of the term than that, The word 
must have been coined after man had been developed ing with their habits and customs, 
to the stage in which property in severalty had taken

h1Such a specimen of humanity with his warped 
the place of tribal ownership in land : hence the love ideals, must necessarily be unconscious of the fact 
of the country one inhabited was synonymous with that in no country, not excluding his own, in which 
the love of institutions built up by one’s own com- machinery is highly developed, have men reached 
patriots according to the ideals that seemed to the that state of freedom which would entitle them to a 
majority of the race to have been best. It further claim of superiority worth noticing. The vast ma-
indirated a pride in traditions, literature, music, jority of them earn their living on suffrance, and
science, and art incidental to the development of 
that section of humanity, that in a sense we regard- their contributions to public opinion goes, under the 
ed as our kith, and under whose protection we hoped control of the monopolist : and until this defect is
that we ourselves and our kin, would acquire^the remedied there can be no room

the boundary-lines of Mother Earth’s fatherlands, 
to consider tlje advisability of discarding the word 
patriotism and substituting in its stead the term 
••matriotism”—the love of one's motherland. 
Would not the earth be every man s native-land, 
and do we not even now call her mother !

4
i

consequence, mentally at least, as far as \are as a

a
Does not this imply the common red blood of a

necessary means to make life not only tolerable but shame; but most assuredly there is nonq for boast- world-wide brotherhood, and the loyalty to each
also pleasant

won’t say, for—we

ing. It would be much more seemly ff the peoples c,thcr of every member of the human race? 
This conception of the meaning of patriotism, is of the world joined in mutual endeavour to im- 

incidental to one only of the mental view-points that prove their status in society, which at present is—
not be ashamed to confess the truth—a con-

It is only by the materialisation of such a condi
tion that the famous prophecy of Tennyson can bê 
fulfilled—a prophecy founded on abstract reason:—are available for analysis. It would be out of the let us 

question to do justice to the subject without takihg dition of mental—incidental to a condition of ec- 
into consideration some of the others, since the sen- onomie servitude, that pervades the whole civilized

I

"Then the common sense of most shall hold a fretful 
realm In awetiments pertaining to the institutions mentioned world.

A statement of this description will at first sight ' And the kindly earth shall slumber, lapt In universal law.above were quite as strong as they are today, long be
fore a fatherland, in its legal sense, had ever been appear unpatriotic, but it is really not so. Does duty 
heard of: indeed in as far as patriotism means love t0 ourselves and to humanity not demand that we 
and loyalty to one’s traditions and institutions We the truth and govern our lives accordingly ?
have ample proof that the sentiment pervades the Qr must we, like the heathen in his blindness, ap- 
member-ship of a tribe with ten-fold intensity. At- othcosise certain types of falsehood just because 
dently patriotic must have been the Indian whose 
death is described by Pauline Johnson in her well with great reverence Î Let us never forget that the 
known poem :—

1

ebody says that these types ought to be regardedsvm

quest for truth is the most important of all human 
activities : it is only the result of that quest that the 
foundations of a sane patriotism ought to be laid.*"Up the long trail of fire he boasling goes 

[Mnring a war dance to defy his foes
Real patriotism would inspire the inhabitants of 

any particular country with a desire to search dili
gently for the cause of these conditions, to the end 
that they might eventually destroy them. This they 
could do by organisation on the industrial and poli
tical fields, so that when the institutions of capital 
break down (as they surely will some day because 
of the contradictions in them that makes continued 
cxistenefe impossible) a trained force may be on 
hand to administer the great trust that evolutionary 
development has placed at its disposal In this way 
they not only render patriotic services to the fath
er-lands in 'w’hich they are situated, but should suc
cess crown their efforts in the attempt to perman
ently establish a worker’s government, the practical 
demonstration of what might be done by the rest of 
the world, would possess a value in reference to the 
development of the human race that is entirely be
yond our powers of calculation.

The culminating effect of patriotism, and a very 
high type of its fruition m the concrete, would be a 
federation of all the father-land», but as we have not 
the bases on which to reason beyond the next stage 
of human development, it would be advisable to stop 
here and observe some of the attributes of patriotism 
as considered from - that viewpoint. Nobody for 
instance could imagine the existence of serious 
ial antagonism that might end in war, since the ec
onomic cause of war could not be embodied in an 
international federation of the world established for 
the administration of human affairs in the interest 
of the race. There would be so many things to in
vent and discover that the achievements of each 
country would be joyously accepted as assets of the 
whole. Castes and classes as we now know them 
would soon disappear, and those that remained, 
founded on culture alone, would be related to each 
other under conditions of perfect hhrmony. Love 
would rule the world. The lion, metaphorically 
speaking, would lie down with the lamb, and all hu
manity united in one family, and having at its dis
posal the united forces of a higher civilisation, 
would have pleasure and o port uni ties that 
possible in the present congeries of strife-imbued 
fatherlands. There would be no misunderstanding 
or need of everlasting Intrigue in the higher circles

Om savage yell—
Then loyal to his race 

He bends to death—but never to disgrace."

We may definitely state then that patriotism is 
a sentiment of loyalty towards one’s fellow-partici
pators in any particular form of government—a 
loyalty that expands as civilization develops. We 
may furthermore conclude that patriotism, in its 
incipient form, began in the family group, developed 
in the gens or clan, expanded further in the tribe, 
took on much larger proportions in the nation, and 
is bound to include in its embrace the whole world, 
just as soon as the laws governing human develop
ment are able to bring about the federation of its 
component parts.

It will be only then that patriotisrii will have 
reached its ideal form embodying the sentiment that 
every human being must be reckoned as a unit in the 
kith of every other, and that all men and women owe 
loyalty to all others whether taken individually or 
collectively ::—

!
1
i

l

"Where'er a single slave doth pine 
Where'er one man may help another 
Thank God for such a birth-right brother! 
That spot on earth la thine and mine 
There la the true man's birth-place grand 
HU U a world-wide fatherland."

O rac-

This conception of a- father-land is ideally beau
tiful. but we have not reached the higher stage of 
development that makes it generally acceptable. We 
must therefore be content with considering, in a
critical manner, some of the different species of
patriots that are playing their parts on the stage of 
the wdrid. today. Of these there are many varieties, 
fmti the Machiavellian type imbued with the idea of 
an ever-expanding imperialism to that^of the ideal- 
mtie cosmopolitan referred to in the poem above. 
Between these extremes there is a great diversity of 
tÿfÉeat characters, more or less harmless, but to one 

„ m particular, we must pay special attention as em
bodying in his mental constitution the seeds of dis
cord and disaster. He is the victim of chauvinism, 
which according to the dictionary means—“an ab- 

^ _ wdly extravagant pride in one’s country, with a
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IPage Seven.WESTERN CLARION

PLATFORM

Socialist Party of 
Canada

We. the Socialist Party of Canada affirm our alleg
iance to, and support of the principles and programme , 
of the revolutionary working class.

Labor, applied to natural resources, produces all 
wealth. The present economic stystem U based upon 
capitalist ownership of the means of production, conse
quently, all the products of labor belong to the capital
ist class. The capitalist la, therefore, master; the 
worker a slave.

So long as the capitalist class remains In possession 
of the reins of government all the powers of the State 
will be used to protect and defend Its property rights In 
th emeans of wealth production and Its control of the 
product of labor.

The capitalist system gives to the capitalist an ever- 
swelling stream of profits, and to the worker, an ever 
Increasing measure of misery and degradation.

The Interest of the working class lies In setting 
Itself free from capitalist exploitation by the abolition 
of the wags system, under which this exploitstion, at 
the point of production. Is cloaked. To accomplish 
this necessitates the transformation of capitalist pro
perty In the means of wealth production Into serially 
controlled economic forces.

The Irrepressible conflict of Interest between the 
capitalist and the worker necessarily expresses itself

This Is theas a struggle for political supremacy.
Class Struggle.

Therefore we call upon all workers to organise un- 
der the banner of the Socialist Party of Canada, with 

'the object of conquering the political powers for tbs 
of setting up and enforcing the 

of the working clans, as follows:
1—The transformation, ns rapidly as 

of capitalist ptopeity In the 
wealth production (natural leoourcss. factor
ies, mills, railroads, etc.) Into collective

purpose 
programme

et

of
try by the working daw.

S—The establishment, as speedily as
for

MANIFESTO
of the

SOCIALIST PARTY OF CANADA
(Fifth Edition)

..........10 centsPer copy 
Per 26 coptes ...............—..$2

Poet Paid.
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SHOULD WORKERS THINK? this year he noticed that the bridge had jest been 
renovated and where the overhead timber is

a primary school boy * knowledge of history would have 
made clear that this Russian revolution has almost fol
lowed the lines of the earliest French Revolution." Now, 
1 am going to grant that a primary schoolboy might pos
sibly arrive at such

A W:2V (Continued fropi page 1) mor-
whieh he eloquently emphasised the proposition that, ,’se<* *nto the tr*®* aide-rails, a coating of health- 
despite all argument to the contrary, “a man is a fu**y smelling tar had been smoothly and skillfully 
MAN.” Now that doesn’t sound very terrible. But aPPlled Later visits in the season gave a sort of 
then as Spinona wrote, to determine or limit means t0° mueb of 8 K°°d thing shock because the top 
to negate or deny. There were other “mcn”( Î) in °* t^le slde rada wel^ flow covered at intervals with 
Burns’ day, some one of whom might conceivably an *rr6gular confusion of unsightly separate dropp 
be “ca’d (called) a Lord.” But by defining such a cf tar Thus much, on the second visit, did prelimin- 
peraon as a Lord, Buriis rather too cleverly suggest- ary observation reveal Next ‘‘Wha done that?” 
ed the legitimate conclusion that he could also be K*ve 8 cbance to employ hypotheses as to the cause

thereof. The likeliest guess was that the hotter

T„

■ conclustqn, but any mentally mature 
person who has paid even the slightest attention to a 
comparison of the two revolutions can see the vast differ
ence between that of Russia and that of France.

History from Taylor’s point of view. Is nothing more 
than a sleight-of-hand

| S
- >?>

BPV.:>
performance wuere merchants, 

hankers and feudal lords have played the role of conjurers 
and harlequins to trick an-unsuspecting public. That his
tory Is the life story of the human race, made up of many 
material factors, but where the driving force Is economic 
necessity, the writer does not seem to be able to

t.
im

probably a fool, at whom the man of independent 
mind would look and laugh. Result, a sentence of uf advancing spring had melted deposits of tar 
“no promotion for you in the excise” was rigidly 80mewbere above the side rail, thus making these 
imposed upon the poet. See what that syllogistic fall down on the rail in drops. Next, deductive rea- 
stuff can do! And by the same token, it will be somng (alwRys supplied by previous experience of

cause and effect) enabled one to assert that IF other

sun
map.

A decided contempt for Imperialism Is again noticeable. 
Nationalism Is alone lovely, but Imperialism Is 
s trous policy. All the great nations of the ancient world
had -their

a mooj
S careers blighted In the field of Imperialism. 

Ergo—don’t try to extend, your doom awaits you. He 
might as well advise a young boy not to grow old else he 
would surely die. Imperialism Is the natural outcome of 
Nationalism, and history declares that the process must be 
completed.

noted that in ordinary speech or writing, we scarcely
ever frame our arguments in the rigid form of the tar deP°sits had been spread over the higher over- 
eomplete three-propositioned Aristotelian syllogism. llead timbers, such deposits, when suffiflently melted 
Like Burns, we more or less merely suggest them. to tbe flowing point by the sun’s heat, would in- 

So much, in brief, for the Aristotelian syllogism, c'"itably drop down below. Last step of all that ends 
which Mill despised as merely a “Subjective In- strange, eventful reasoning, is verification
ference” because a subject (or person) who knew its 0I. confirming the soundness of one’s deduction. In 
first proposition, didn’t need to exert himself in or- thls ensc d was done by gazing aloft, and it 
der to infer (or draw) his conclusion, since the first once 86611 that just above where lay the ugly collec- 
preposition already carried it ready-made for him. t,ons of tar droP«- were several separate thin streams 
For instance, if I hold that all capitalists are pests, of tar cllnging down the sides of the overhead tim- 
I know at once without any further brain-racking ^€rs’ the KUrPlu* from which had fallen “as the gen- 
that if Jones is a capitalist,, he is likewise a pest. *^e raln from heaven.upon the place beneath.” The 
But it was 1 ‘Inductive Inference” that Mill set him- hypothesis or guess was, therefore correct—quod 
self to boost and that too with nearly as much lrat d6rnonstrandum (which was to be shown), 
claim to originality as Aristotle was entitled to for But for deeper scientific purposes, another, kind 
the invention of the deductive syllogism. Mill called °f inductive. process is used, which has really six 
the former “Objective Inference” and-claimed it to' steps- This kind, aa Marx’s son-in-law pointed out in

his biographical pamphlet, was used by both Dar
vun and Marx the latter of whom, Aveting repeats. Editor's Nolo: G. R. Stirling Taylor to a writer to 

nad read all of the former’s works, whilst Darwin, whom considerable attention Is paid in the book world and
he admitted in a personal letter written to Marx aœonK Publications We had thought be was better known

in 1873, on receiving a copy of the second edition of to cl*rion r<“*d,‘r* "The importance or Iristory” (quite
“Capital” VoL 1, was little versed in political ec- 'lnc®mplete erUc,e) WM reprinted tram The
onomv ik. w .. ,, „ Socialist Review in order to present the "Tory-Democratic"Yet the British Labor Premier, Ramsay point of vie, on the British Later
Macdonald, in his recent Socialist ’ ’ pamphlet' readers, much in the
which repudiates the Russian Revolution and be- duced and Shaw quoted, 
tittles Marx, stated that the latter was out-of-date 
and “pre (before) Darwinian’’—whatever Macdon- 
cld means by that ! These six steps are : observation, 
experiment, reeordal, reflection, generalisation and 
verification. Darwin observed and experimented 
upon plants and animals for twenty-eight years. He 
recorded ip countless notebooks the results of these 
observations and experiments and then reflected 
upon his records until he arrived at the well known 
Darwinian evolutionary generalisations which, 
though now pretty universally accepted are-still 
considered all the better for every fresh bit of veri
fication that crops up.

44*Much of the article is devoted to eulogising the Labor 
philosophy and denouncing that of the Liberals, 
the standpoint of the exploited workers they both mean the 
same thing

From

Each Party appears to be quite capable of 
administering Capitalist property and keeping the produc
ing masses In their old position.

was atI
As a Capitalist Instru

ment of administration and coercion the Labor policy of 
today Is the logical sequence of yesterday's Liberalism 
Even on the question of Imperialism his Gitche Manitou— 
Ramsay Macdonald—appears to be a worthy successor to 
Curzon and Chamberlain.

The workers of England, and elsewhere, 
confounded as It to without adding to their confusion by 
the publication of such drivel in the

%
r&t

mt
are sufficiently>*S?

K name of science. 
Yours for history not bunk,

J- A. MCDONALD
>j San Francisco, Calif.be the only true scientific form of inference ; al

though, as Killick remarks, there is no real incon
sistency in the two views, as both forms of inference 
make up a complementary whole.

X

as
3 MÜ1 avers that in “objective inference” the fact 

stated in the conclusion is a genuine new truth, and 
not merely part of the same fhet or facts already 
contained in the premises. Thus, the magnetic 
oxide of iron (lodestone) can attract iron like a 
magnet. After trying otrt, say six pieces of it, one 
came to the conclusion that a seventh, or eighth or 
every piece of it would also attract iron. This fol
lows by virtue bf a-law of external nature and not by 
a mere law or cudgelling of the mind. Hence-the 
name objective inference to describe this kind of 
Inductive reasoning. And, by the way, the true 
founder of nature questioning and scientific reason
ing was not the 16th century Lord Bacon, but Roger 
Laeon, a 13th century monk and professor of Oxford, 
who denounced the barrenness of the schoolmen’s 
word-janghng. His logical reforms were submitted 
to the court of Rome, and they not only fell flat, 
but actually earned for Roger twelve years of im
prisonment The seed sown by this Medieval clear
sighted thinker did not spring up till centuries later.

Let us now take up two other forms of inductive 
reasoning. The first, as follows, is more useful for 
ordinary, every day purposes than for strictly scien
tific research. It is made up of four different steps : 
1, preliminary observation ; 2, the making of hypoth
eses
tion. As regards the guesses, these are based on 
the fact that Nature is a tremendous aggregation of 
causes and effects ; and being “logical 
ing as Nature commands us to act ; for, as the phil
osophers say, Nature is existing reason and Mind is 
thinking reason; and we, ourselves are part of Nat
ure, as Omar the poet indicates in these lines :—

?

same way as Wells has been repro-
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On the front page of Clarion No. S16. appeared 
tide entitled "The Importance of History" which, so far 

braxen perversion of the facto of history to concerned, 
beats anything I have read for some time.

The writer of the article—O. R. Stirling Taylor__true
to hla Labor Party connection, abhors the very thought of 
revolution. He sees that the social upheavel to a long 
way off, and the farther the better.
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that merely brings us back to where we began? He con
cludes that all who believe in revolution» must he a hunch 
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For let PhikMopher and Doctor preach
Of what they will and what they will not—eoch
Is but one link in an eternal chain (of causes and effects)
That none can slip, nor break, nor over-reach.

K;*Civil War in Prance (Man) 
Christian tem and Wt &■(Bishop W. M. Brown) 3*0This conception of revolution clearly portrays the 

blatant ignorance of your contributor. The term revolu
tion means change—a complete 

By an industrial revolution 
change has taken place in the 
wealth, eg, the tool has been replaced by the machine. 
A social revolution means that the nptminl «<«- has be
come the dominant one, eg, the 
the power once held by the fswMl lord. A g-'Uirsi 
utisa taken place when one grow, or dlfias. 
end takes control Itself, eg.
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hiTwo Kaays on History. M ooploa ns 
copies <>.MTherefore the guesses must not be “wild”

A somewhat freespoken “humorist”! the writer 
used to work beside, on being asked some such or
dinary workshop question as “wha done that!” 
would dryly and solemnly drawl ont “God!” No 
doubt, but He was never the effective cause ! Here 
is an illustration in practice of the four steps

A few miles out from the writer’s location, is a 
wooden bridge which got badly damaged from the 
heavy Spring floods of 1923. Early in the Spring of
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